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Director, Planning Frameworks 

Department of Planning and Environment  

GPO Box 39  

Sydney NSW 2001 

 

Re: Submission in Respect of  

The Explanation of Intended Effect for the Environment SEPP 

7 Recommendations herein 

Dear Director of Planning Frameworks at Department of Planning and Environment, 

Introduction 

This letter has been submitted by Peter and Maria Stavrianos, stakeholders, residents and 

lessees of RMS domestic waterfront facility at 4 Woodward Road Hunters Hill 2110. 

Our freehold property is Lot 12 DP 28180, which is Zoned R2 Hunters Hill LEP. Our foreshore 

property is sited on the northern shore of Parramatta River downstream of Gladesville Bridge at the 

Inner corner of Lukes Bay. 

The foreshore is zoned W8 Scenic Waters Passive Use, Sydney Harbour Catchment REP 2005.  

I am a stakeholder in Environment SEPP. 

The submission of this letter is in response to the current exhibition of the Explanation of Intended 

Effects (EIE) for the Environment SEPP and specifically relate to the EIE on the Sydney Regional 

Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005 (SREP) and its application in our area,        

This letter supports the review of the SREP and the EIE to update the legislation to reflect the way 

the harbour and waterways are used whilst ensuring its significance is protected and natural 

qualities are retained and improved. 

The EIE update aims to emphasise public accessibility where available, along with protection and 

enhancements to the natural and scenic qualities of the foreshore and waterways. Additionally, we 

recognise that the consent authorities are required to give precedence to public good and prioritise 

the protection of the natural assets of the Harbour whilst amending and clarifying the aim of the 

„working harbour‟ to include a range of recreational, transport, tourism and commercial uses. The 

below changes requested to the EIE and the subsequent Environment SEPP reflect these aims. 
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Specifics of Submission 

RECOMMENDATION 1  
 

We recommend the same change be made to W8 as proposed for W7 regarding Mooring 

Pens specifically for Parramatta River under the basis that this will incentivize greater use of 

the Parramatta River for pleasure, and make use of areas with extremely low to no public 

demand in areas with heavy storm water pollution and little public access. 

Mooring Pens and Private Landing Facilities should be permitted with consent in W8, on the same 

basis as now proposed in W7, subject to case by case merit assessment for the Parramatta River. 

In most cases where there are private freeholds extending to Mean High Water Mark on the 

Parramatta River, there is impeded public access along the intertidal zone. Public access can be 

unavailable owing to local geography, steep cliffs, deep water, built form etc.  

Parramatta river also has multiple storm water discharge points continually along zone W7 & W8, 

reducing water quality significantly and leaving a source of pollution and waste, making these 

spaces undesirable by the public to utilise. Allowing moorings in these spaces would have no 

impact to public utilization but would introduce life and lifestyle into these troubled areas.  

The draft planning review suggests widening permitted activity in W7, but it does not address the 

consequential need to amend the W7 zone objectives.  

This pathway of amending W7 and W8 permitted activities, to allow mooring pens and private 

landing facilities and making slight alterations to the zone objectives, would allow better outcomes 

without having to re-visit all W8 areas in Sydney. This will allow the permitted activities in a zone to 

marry that zone's objectives and application by the authority. 

These updates to W7 and W8 zones will align with the objectives of the EIE, specifically the aim of 

the „working harbour (revised)‟ and promotion of public and private recreation uses of the foreshore 

and waterways. These changes will alleviate the demand for swing mooring space in the 

waterways, by allowing private landing facilities and mooring pens in appropriate locations and in 

accordance with suitable planning principles.  

The current restrictive nature of the zoning and lack of ability to undertake a merit based 

assessment has created inflexibility in the existing control, that has led to poorer environmental 

outcomes, disadvantaged public users, disadvantaged private users, impacted on scenic and view 

quality and reduced safety on the waterways. This is especially obvious where deep waterfront 

properties satisfy the broad intent of the zone objectives, however, due to the unduly restrictive 

nature of the existing planning controls, the property owners are required to moor their boat on a 

swing mooring, rather than on a permanent mooring adjoining their property. As an outcome of the 

existing controls the increased use of swing moorings has led to: 

• impediment to the public waterway use (boats on swing moorings with a greater area of 

imposition in an area used by the public); 

• creation of navigational hazards and waterway obstructions in the publicly accessed areas of 

the waterway;  

• having a detrimental visual continuity, scenic quality and view impacts to and from the water;  

• creation of inconsistency between surrounding uses of the land and waterway and 

disharmony of uses in the surroundings and locality; and  

• negligible and arguably increased impact on the ecological value and environmental impact.  

Comment The proposed amendments to the W8 Scenic Waters Passive Use zone permitted use to 

allow Mooring Pens and Private Landing Facilities and alignment with the objectives, as indicated 

above, would have improved outcomes for the community and environment. Additionally, it would 

better align with the aims and objectives of the EIE. (DELETE “and Environment”)  
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RECOMMENDATION 2  

That passive boat lifts be permitted in mooring pens provided that  

a. The boat lift is wholly within the approved mooring pen 

b. The height of the floating boat lift does not exceed 400mm above sea level thereby 

being of minimal visual impact 

c. The boat lift does not include any crane or winch or mechanical device, except for the 

purpose to lockdown the vessel, but is a passive float onto which a vessel is driven 

for passive storage 

d. The passive boat lift is of neutral or recessive colour, generally grey or similar to 

merge into the visual context of a mooring pen 

What is a passive boat lift? 
A photograph of a typical passive boat lift within a mooring pen for storage of a runabout is attached 
in Figure 1, both loaded (on left) with vessel and unloaded (on right). The majority of the time when 
loaded, the passive boat lift is mostly obscured from the main navigational areas of the water, and 
from the properties above and around the vessel. 
 
Background 
In 2005 passive floating boat lifts had not been invented and runabouts were considered trailer 
boats. Figure 2 shows the type of boat lifts used in 2005 and their scale and bulk in comparison to 
this new design. New technology has since been developed and embraced by the boating industry 
and community with the result that passive boat lifts have been developed for runabouts and are 
very popular. Runabouts are more stable, safer and lighter in weight and more fuel efficient than 
conventional moored boats and are therefore highly desirable. However runabouts with inboard 
motors and external drive systems are unsuitable for the application of anti-foul paint to the hull 
surface and for the outboard components of the drive systems to remain permanently in salt water. 
 
Advantages  
The advantages of passive floating boat lifts for on water storage include  

i. eliminate antifouling and abrading of anti-foul into the waterway 
ii. reduction in consumption of fuel   
iii. more stable boat design  
iv. easier access for disabled or limited ability access if side paths are fitted 
v. less congestion at boat ramps and the removal of many trailer boats off the streets 
vi. ecological benefits by creating new feeding and protection grounds for spawning fish 

consuming the vegetation growing on the underside of the dock 
vii. Reduced sea bed impact by propeller turbulence throughout the mooring.  

 
Passive boat lifts used for storage are environmentally friendly and visually unobtrusive from the 
public waterway if confined to an approved mooring pen. One could expect to see such a low profile 
float in a mooring pen without surprise. The elevation of a boat on a passive boat lift in a mooring 
pen would be approximately 300mm (loaded) to 400mm (unloaded) which is less than the height of 
a low profile cabin on a boat. It is stressed that passive boat lifts are not designed and are 
unsuitable for large boats and are generally used for RIBs and runabouts only.  
 
Categorisation 
The 2005 SREP defines Boat Lift means a device used for lifting or steering a vessel out of the 
water, but does not include such a device if it forms part of a boat repair facility or commercial 
marina 
The definition includes active boat lifts such as cranes, davits, hoists and travelifts which are used to 
suspend boats whilst work is undertaken. It also includes lifts for boat storage. 
RMS has categorized passive floating boat storage systems of low profile as Boat Lift. RMS permits 
passive boat lifts at commercial marinas for boat storage but does not permit passive boat lifts in a 
private mooring pen for boat storage. We recommend that the planning instrument be amended as 
above to embrace new technology and deliver environmental benefits without adversely impacting 
public benefit. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3 

To encourage disabled and limited ability boating facilities and access to the Parramatta 

River in Zone W8 by people with a full or partial disability, that passive boat lifts with 1m 

wider sides, either side of a vessel, be permitted on a case by case basis for runabouts, 

ensuring that 

a. A lease of on water space is approved for the size of the vessel only to not financially 

penalise disabled access for the required entry and exit ways 

b. A suitable mooring pen with permanent berthing is approved within the lease 

conditions to also store the runabout 

c. The height of the floating boat lift does not exceed 400mm above sea level thereby 

being of minimal visual impact 

d. The passive boat lift is of neutral or recessive colour, generally grey or similar to 

merge into the visual context of a mooring pen 

 
What is a passive boat lift? 
A photograph of a typical passive boat lift of a runabout is attached in Figure 1, showing loaded (on 
left) with vessel and unloaded (on right). The majority of the time the passive boat lift is loaded and 
mostly obscured from the main navigational areas of the water, and from surrounding properties. 
 
Background 
In 2005 passive floating boat lifts had not been invented and runabouts were considered trailer 
boats. Figure 2 shows the type of boat lifts used in 2005 and their scale and bulk. New technology 
has since been developed and embraced by the boating industry and community with the result that 
passive boat lifts have been developed for runabouts and are very popular. These boat lifts are 
modular and can be built in 500mm blocks. By adding 1m of width on the docks either side, creates 
a stable on-water platform for the mobility impaired to safely get to and load onto a vessel 
regardless of any wash created by traffic on the Parramatta River. We have successfully used this 
device to load a 92 year old with walking cane onto a vessel in a safe and secure manner in a 1 foot 
wash that is not achieved when the vessel is already in the water and moving with wash. 
 
Advantages  
The advantages of passive floating boat lifts for disabled access 

i. Safe, secure and stable loading platform: the boat moves with the individual in unison 
with the net impact on the individual as no motion 

ii. Ability for boat owners to maintain a quality of life and boating lifestyle 
iii. Ability for boat owners to safely clean and cover a vessel 
iv. Greater use of the Parramatta River 

 
All on-water disabled access facilities are fixed or a pontoon design with the vessel in the water. 
This works for larger vessels but the risks to load disabled passengers into smaller vessels are too 
great as the smaller vessels like runabouts move greatly with any wash. Passive Boat lifts have a 
flat bottom and by their very design, move gently with wash allowing someone with disabled 
facilities to safely move about. By having the runabout on the same surface as the disabled person, 
allows a safe method of transferring the person the vessel. 
 
Categorisation 
The 2005 SREP defines Boat Lift means a device used for lifting or steering a vessel out of the 
water, but does not include such a device if it forms part of a boat repair facility or commercial 
marina. The definition includes active boat lifts such as cranes, davits, hoists and travelifts which are 
used to suspend boats whilst work is undertaken. It also includes lifts for boat storage. RMS has 
categorized passive floating boat storage systems of low profile as Boat Lift. RMS permits passive 
boat lifts at commercial marinas for boat storage but does not permit passive boat lifts in a private 
mooring pen for boat storage. We recommend that the planning instrument be amended to embrace 
new technology and deliver environmental benefits without adversely impacting public benefit. 
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RECOMMENDATION 4 

 
For efficiency of RMS Services, to reduce unnecessary cost to both the NSW Government 
and Applicants and to increase the use of the Parramatta River for pleasure, that 
Development Applications approved formally or in principle under Part 5 of 
the Environmental Planning Assessment Act 1979 , within Zones W7 and W8 on the 
Parramatta River, be issued a CDC to complete such approved but yet unfinished works.  
 
Background 
 
In 2005, some landowners adjoining the Parramatta River were mid development process with 
some form of approval under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning Assessment Act 1979 when the 
SREP 2005 was activated. Of these works, a small portion were delayed due to factors or issues 
outside of the applicants control including delays introduced by local councils even though the intent 
was fully approved (or approved in principle) and work on the desired final solution had been 
commenced in the form of application consent through to partial construction. This small group of 
applicants were left with DA approvals in principle or better but were not permitted to finalise 
construction due to newly created time limits, and were no longer able to apply under the 2005 
SREP rules to complete the originally proposed structures due to the tough, unnecessary and 
discriminatory new restrictions, leaving owners in limbo for now 13 years and some facilities 
incomplete and not usable as intended. A process is required to correct this past injustice. 
 
 
Advantages  
The advantages of allowing construction completion of past approvals under the old Part V rules 
 

i. Reduced cost in the avoidance of repeating the DA approvals process 
ii. Fair use of approved space for those applicants discriminated against from the activation 

of the 2005 SREP 
iii. Increase the use of the Parramatta river for leisure activities 
iv. Eliminate potential legal disputes 
v. Fast tracking and stream lining previous “approved in principle” or partial developments 
vi. Better integration between past Part V and SREP 2005 processes 
vii. Provide impacted stakeholders with an independent process for assessment where 

policy boundaries do not adequately consider all use cases. 
 
To not create a large influx of requests across Sydney, this recommendation is suggested to only be 
permissible along the Parramatta River in Zones W7 and W8 to increase the use of the Parramatta 
River for casual and personal use. 
 
Specific Use Case: 
 
In our particular circumstance (Figure 3), we already have a jetty, ramp, pontoon and two of the four 
mooring poles in formal mooring pole location (shore side mooring poles are designed to 
accommodate the rear of a vessel and not the side of a vessel as in the purpose of Fender Poles 
much closer to the pontoon for boarding). We also have an approved in principle Part V DA to 
simply finalise and install the last 2 outer mooring poles, however, due to Hunters Hill council 
delaying development when completing an adjoining storm water outlet, the time allocation passed 
leaving no recourse under the SREP 2005 plan to complete the structure.  
 
Under the current rules, rather than install two simple posts, RMS town planners have advised that 
we are instead permitted to build a slipway, however this would require us to cut into and jeopardise 
our 2m seawall integrity, install around 20 posts and a set of 30m rails into the water, and then 
house the boat on our property 2m above low tide in a bulky cradle. Apart from the immense cost 
difference, surely the approved solution in the SREP 2005 has far more visual and ecological 
impact that simply allowing us to finalise our approved in principle DA to install the last 2 poles.  

https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act/1979/203
https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act/1979/203
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RECOMMENDATION 5 

We recommend the creation of zone transition areas 100m either side of a hard zone 

boundary to, on a case by case basis, deal with unfair and unsubstantiated restrictions and 

prohibitions caused by a hard boundary between zones for no apparent reason other than 

needing a boundary at some location, or to consider poorly chosen boundaries without fair 

direct consultation to adjoining properties directly impacted by the zone boundaries. 

 

Background 
 
Along the Parramatta River, hard zone boundaries were set as part of the SREP 2005, sometimes 
dividing across two lots owned by the same owner. Group DA submissions previously approved 
collectively, were now allocated different zones with different restrictions with no apparent or clear 
reason other than a boundary needed to be located somewhere. Unlike homes that are divided by 
streets, the foreshore is continuous and as such, a zone boundary was an arbitrary position when 
no clear landmark or topological change was available, yet neighbours on either side had different 
restrictions even though landscape, vegetation, navigation, landform or depth was identical.  
 
This is indeed the case in the transition from W7 to W8 at the end of Lukes Bay on the Parramatta 
River (Figure 6) where the shore turns 270 degrees impacting 6 properties and the SREP 2005 
zones put an unfair division along a North/South boundary at one side of the turn yet it could have 
just as easily created the boundary in an East/West direction on the alternate side of the turn (see 
Figure 4), severely impacting the 6 residents with properties within the turn for no apparent, visual or 
ecological reason. 
 
This recommendation seeks to reduce unjust and discriminatory restrictions created by a single 
hard boundary between zones, by creating a zone transition area 100m either side of the zone 
boundary that gives RMS the power to review on a case by case basis, the merits of a submission 
against the individual issues for that lot. An example of a zone transition area for this zone boundary 
is depicted in Figure 5.   
  
 
Advantages  
The advantages of allowing special consideration close to a zone boundary are 
 

i. Control over development that better matches the landscape and character of the 
foreshore 

ii. Targeted development  
iii. Fair use of the foreshore 
iv. Reduced stakeholder dissatisfaction 
v. Eliminate potential legal disputes by awarding RMS more power to determine a 

reasonable and pragmatic outcome 
vi. Neighbours have similar use cases around a boundary 
vii. Reduction on loss of land value for adjoining properties 
viii. Provide impacted stakeholders with an independent process for assessment where 

policy boundaries do not adequately consider all use cases. 
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RECOMMENDATION 6  

 

We recommend amending Zone W7 objectives and Zone W8 objectives so as to be 

compatible with the permitted activities in those zones 

The draft planning review suggests widening permitted activity in W7 but it does not address the 

consequential need to amend the W7 zone objectives.  

By amending W7 and W8 permitted activities and making amendments to the zone objectives, 

better outcomes would be allowed, without having to re-visit all W7 and W8 areas in Sydney 

Harbour. For example, one of the W8 zone objectives identified below in italics should be 

deleted, because that prevents jetties and mooring pens extending from shoreline 

 Why do we suggest this? Because sometimes the permitted activities in a zone are like one hand 

gives, but when that zone's objectives are applied, the other hand takes away what was given. 

 

How to improve the W7 and W8 zone objectives based on 12 years experience and allow 

merit assessment 

To allow merit assessment case by case, and to improve zone objectives, from what has been 

learned from 12 years operating experience, under the current planning instrument, we suggest  

i. Development can protect and maintain natural and cultural scenic quality of the 
surrounding area, however development cannot improve scenic quality (see W7 
objective d) 

ii. Scale and size of development can protect natural assets and natural and cultural scenic 
quality, however scale and size of development cannot improve  
natural assets and natural and cultural scenic quality (see W8 objective e) 

iii. Development can maintain views to and from waters, however development cannot 
enhance those views (see W7 objective e) 

iv. Sharing of structures between neighbours has caused many disputes and litigation; 
practical sharing cannot function, unless the neighbours agree and co-operate; whereas 
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) imposed sharing in 2005, RMS no longer requires 
sharing and RMS only agrees to sharing where the neighbours agree (see W7 objective f 
-- sharing of structures) 

v. Preference to unimpeded public access along the intertidal zone should only be 
assessed where public access actually exists (see W8 objective a) 

vi. Development close to shore only, automatically precludes jetties and mooring pens to be 
assessed on merit in appropriate locations (see W8 objective b) 

vii. Water-dependent development cannot harmonise with the planned character of the 
locality, if the planned character is imprecise, or has been overtaken by major 
developmental changes in most or many locations, since the Landscape Character 
Types were surveyed and identified; these types are described in Sydney Harbour 
Foreshores and Waterways Area DCP 2005 (see W8 objective d); since the 2005 DCP 
was written,  in reality Working Harbour has been replaced by tourism harbour, by 
recreational harbour, by high density residential harbour and by cruise ship port. 
Harbour-side industrial sites have closed and been replaced by high density residential 
development, ferry traffic has intensified and all major ferry wharves have been 
upgraded with bus and parking interchanges. Major dry-stack boat storage facilities have 
been developed by the harbour-side, with pick and drop-off of boat-owners by water to 
avoid road traffic. Swing mooring areas have grown and intensified. In many locations 
these changes have rendered the planned character superseded and undergoing 
continual change, excepting those foreshore areas immediately adjacent to national 
parks 
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Recommended revised zone objectives – 

Zone No W7   Scenic Waters: Casual Use 

The recommended revised objectives of this zone are as follows: 

  (a)  to allow certain water-dependent development (DELETE “close to shore”) to meet casual and 

permanent boating needs and other water access needs, 

(b)  to allow such development only where it can be demonstrated that it achieves a predominantly 

open and unobstructed waterway and does not dominate the landscape setting, 

(c)  to restrict development for permanent boat storage in locations, that are unsuitable, due to the 

adverse visual impact of such development, or to physical constraints, such as shallow water depth, 

severe wave action or unsafe navigation, 

(d)  to ensure that the scale and size of development are appropriate to the location and protect 

(DELETE “and improve”) the natural and cultural scenic quality of the surrounding area, 

particularly when viewed from waters in this zone and areas of public access, 

(e)  to maintain (DELETE “and enhance”) views to and from waters in this zone, 

(f)  (DELETE “to minimise the number and extent of structures over waters in this zone 

through mechanisms such as the sharing of structures between adjoining waterfront 

property owners,”) 

(g)  to ensure remnant natural features, aquatic habitat (including wetlands) and public access along 

the intertidal zone are not damaged or impaired in any way by development. 

 

Zone No W8   Scenic Waters: Passive Use 

The recommended revised objectives of this zone are as follows: 

(a) to give preference to unimpeded public access along the intertidal zone INSERT "where such 

access is available", to the visual continuity and significance of the landform and to the 

ecological value of waters and foreshores, 

 

(b)  to allow low-lying private water-dependent development (DELETE “close to shore only”), 

where it can be demonstrated that the preferences referred to in paragraph (a) are not damaged or 

impaired in any way, (DELETE  “that any proposed structure conforms closely to the shore,”) 

that development maximises open and unobstructed waterways and maintains (DELETE “and 

enhances”) views to and from waters in this zone, 

 

(c)  to restrict development for permanent boat storage and private landing facilities in unsuitable 

locations, 

 

(d)  to allow water-dependent development only where it can be demonstrated that it meets a 

demonstrated demand (DELETE “and harmonises with the planned character of the locality”),  

 

(e)  to ensure that the scale and size of development are appropriate to the locality and protect 

(DELETE “and improve”) the natural assets and natural and cultural scenic quality of the 

surrounding area, particularly when viewed from waters in this zone or areas of public access. 
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RECOMMENDATION 7 

We recommend Replacement or Repair of approved pilings by Review of Environmental 

Factors without DA or CDC  

To streamline the planning process and to improve safety on the water, piles which are shown to be 

part of a lawful structure should be permitted to be replaced or repaired, without need of a 

Development Consent or Complying Development Certificate (CDC). The exempt and complying 

development regulatory changes have been unsuccessful because 

a. the cost of achieving development consent to replace or repair a pile exceeds the cost of the 

work, ie removing degraded pile and driving a new pile 

b. there is no saving in a CDC over a DA to replace or repair a pile 

c. CDC is only available in those zones where the pile does not rely on existing use (only 1 in 9 

zones can a CDC be utilised) 

It is recommended that replacing piles and repairing piles be made exempt development if 

1.    replaced like for like, site for site 

2.    the pile being replaced or repaired is shown to have been lawfully approved 

3.    a Review of Environmental Factors for the work methodology is approved by RMS 
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Yours Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

NAME:  Peter and Maria Stavrianos 

ADDRESS: 4 Woodward Road, Hunters Hill, NSW, 2111 

DATE:  25h January, 2018 
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Figure 1: Passive Boat Docks in use 
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Figure 2: Boat lifts as defined in 2005 – a sling and a crane 
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Figure 3: The current facilities have a long jetty, ramp, pontoon and the first two mooring poles already 

installed since the early 1990’s, and only require the last two mooring posts to be installed on the seaward 

side of the pen, yet RMS instead will accept a DA to install a very long slipway and all the associated 

infrastructure to the left of the jetty. The original approved in principle design has not been allowed to be 

finalised under the current planning rules for zone W8 and the alternate solution that is allowable within 

the planning rules in not a pragmatic or reasonable solution. 
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Figure 4: The current hard zone boundary between W7 and W8 at the end of Lukes Bay. Note the 4 water 

facilities at the three water facilities at the end of the bay are Zoned W8 with a north/south boundary 

orientation but the boundary could have easily been east/west with the same three facilities in zone W7.  

 

 

Figure 5: Proposed Zone Transition Area where the natural contours of the land can be used to determine 

case by case on restrictions based on landscape without discrimination 
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Figure 6: This photo puts into perspective just how little landscape change there is at our location. This 

location is right at the zone boundary yet the distant shot clearly shows how arbitrary the decision was to 

place the boundary at this location and how little impact to landscape there is. 


